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ALMOST HEREDITARY RINGS
MANABU HARADA
(Received February 8, 1991)

A. Tozaki and the author defined almost relative projective modules in [5],
and the author has given a new concept of almost projective modules in [6].
On the other hand, we know that an artinian ring R is hereditary if and only if
the Jacobson radical of R is projective, namely the Jacobson radical of P is projective for any finitely generated Λ-projective module P. Analogously we call
R a right almost hereditary ring if the Jacobson radical of P is almost projective.
In the first section, we shall show the following two theorems: 1) R is right almost hereditary if and only if R is a direct sum of i) hereditary rings, ii) serial
(two-sided Nakayama) rings and iii) special tri-angular matrix rings over hereditary rings and serial rings in the first category; 2) R is two-sided almost hereditary if and only if I? is a direct sum of hereditary rings and serial rings.
We shall give a proof of the second theorem in the third section. In the
fourth section, we shall study more strong rings such that every submodule of P
is again almost projective (resp. the Jacobson radidal of O is almost projective
for any finitely generated and almost projective module O).

1. Main theorems
In this paper every ring R is an artinian ring with identity and every
module M is a unitary right Λ-module. By |M|, J(M), E(M) and SocΛ(M)
we denote the length, the Jacobson radical, the ίnjective hull and the kth-lower
Loewy series of M, respetively. M means M/](M).
We shall denote ](R) by
J. As is well known, if J is jR-projective, then R is called a hereditary ring [1].
Analogously if J is almost projective as a right 7?-module [5], then we call R
a right almost hereditary ring. We can define similarly a left almost hereditary
ring. The above definition is equivalent to the following: J(P) is almost projective for any finitely generated projective module P. Therefore the definition
of almost hereditary ring is Morita equivalent, and hence we may assume that
R is a basic artinian ring, when we study the structure of Λ.
If R is hereditary, every submodule of P is again projective. However if
R is right almost hereditary, then every submodule of P is not necessarily almost
projective (see § 4).
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From now on, R is a basic right artinian ring and {e{} is a set of mutually
orthogonal primitive idempotents with l=^e{. In this paper following [8],
we call two-sided Nakayama rings serial rings. Consider a sequence {e^ e2, •••,
*<} (or {*ιR, e2R, •••, esR}). If eJ~ei+1R for l^i^s— 1 (and ej^eβ), then
we call this sequence a (cyclic) Kupίsch series. Let D be a division ring. Consider a factor ring of tri-angular matrix ring over D by an ideal:
lίJ

LJ

LS ••• !>/

Γ)

Γ) ...
.L/
•••nu Π

Lf

π

0-0
D D-D 0-0
...

D D D-D

O

_ /
D

\

By T(w1, τz2, 9 fns: D) we denote the above ring. It is well known that the
above ring is a serial (two-sided Nakayama) ring. We call this ring a serial ring
in the first category and a serial ring with cyclic Kupisch series is called a serial
ring in the second category [8].
Lemma 1. Let R be a right almost hereditary ring. 1): Assume that ejt
is not infective and e1J=^0. Thenel J does not contain a direct summand X isomorphic to elRjAl for any A^e^R. 2): Assume that e2R is injective and OΦ£2/^
eiRjAifor some e{ and some A{ in e{R. Then ezj does not contain a direct summand
Y ίsomorphίc to e^/Bf for any 5, in efi, provided e3R^e2R.
Proof. The first half is clear from [6], Theorem 1, for \e1R\>\e1J\.
Assume that e3J contains a direct summand Y isomorphic to £f .R/.Bf . Then
B^Af or E{ c:Af by [6], Theorem 1. If B^Aiy *fjf/.4f.~*2 / is injective by [6],
Theorem 1, a contradiction. Similarly we obtain the same result for
since e3R (Ξ)^3/) is indecomposable. Hence Bf—Af.
Consider a diagram

Y

g \

8

n

^ *2j

e2R

where p is the projection.
Since e2R is injective, there exists g: ezR-*e2R, which makes the above
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diagram commutative. Since e^R^e2R, g(e3R)~e2J=g(e2J).
Hence e3R being
local, e3R=e3Jy a contradiction,
The following two lemmas are well known (cf. [4], Proposition 1).
Lemma 2. Let R be a basic ring and I=gι+g2 \-----h^+/ι+/2H-----h/s,
where {giy f.} is a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. Assume
gJ=Q or £/~Σ,θ£,ω£ for all i^tandfj^
or fjJ^^Φf^R for all
j^s. Then R=(g1+-+gt)R(g1 + -+gt)θ(f1+-+fs)R(fl+-+fs)
as rings,
where {£y(f )} C {&} and {fi( •>} C {/s} .
Proof. We assume that giJp~'2®gj(i,p)R,
where gj(i,p)<Ξ {gly -,£,}.
Then gJt^R+a.R+. .+anR+gJ^1, where aq=aqgq(i^. Then gjp+l=
<*ιgι(i,p)J+ "+<*ngn(i.P)J+gJp+2.
Hence gjp+1 is a_ homomorphic image of
2, .yθ £,-(,-)/ by assumption. As a consequence giJp+1^Έίj®gj(i>p+1)R
and
gjd.p+i) e te> •">£*}• Thus any simple factor module in the composition
series of gιRζ& ®gtR is isomorphic to some gqR, Therefore R— (g^-----[-£*)"
Λ(ft+-+ft)θ(/ι + -+Λ)lϊ(/ι+-+Λ) as rings.
From the above argument we obtain
Lemma 3. Assume ~elJ'*~~e2R and ^J^^R. Then e±R and e2R are
unίserial and the simple factor modules in the composition series of e±R (resp. e2R) is
{e,R, -eJ~e2R, eJ^e.R, eJ*~e2R, } ({e2R, eJ^e.R, e2F~e2R, .••}). We
obtain the similar result for a cyclic Kupisch series {ely e2ί , en}.
Lemma 4. If R is a hereditary ring or a serial ring, then R is a (right)
almost hereditary ring.
Proof. If R is hereditary, then R is clearly right almost hereditary. We
assume that R is serial. We take a cyclic Kupisch series {ely e2, •••, en}.
Then eiJ~ei+1R/Ai+1 for some Ah provided £t /Φθ. Hence
Further

| βgR \ ^ \ βjR \ ^n—l for any i and/ .

Put m=\eiR\. If \ei+lR\ =m— 1, tf,/^£t+1./?, and hence efj is projective.
Assume \ei+1R\^m, and take any k such that | ei+ί R/Sock(ei+1R) \ ^ m. Let
Sock+l(ei+1R)ISock(ei+1R)~eqR for some q, and put E=E(eqR). Since R is
serial, E~esR/As and Soc(esRIAs)~eqR for some s and As. Further
\6gRj AΛ\ is the largest one among \es'R/At'\, with
^

^

Soc(es,R/As,)~ϊqR .

On the other hand, by the structure of efi (see Figer (2) below) | ei+1Rj
Soc^^ +jjR)! is a unique largest one among \etRjAt[ with Soc(etRjAt)^eqR.
Hence ei+1R/Sock(ei+lR) is injective. Furthermore J Sock(ei+lR)=0 from (2).
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Hence ei] is almost projective by [6], Theorem 1. We obtain the similar result
for a non cyclic Kupisch series.

e:

ί

i+1

*

i+1
,q •«- (simple factor module isomrophic to eqR)
e:

1

m

(2)

i

t+1

i

0--

A

m— O

0 —-

/' 0

0

0

Lemma 5. Let R be a basic ring. Assume that e^ is injective and
{e\, fyy *">en} ^ a Kupisch series such that Q^eiJ^>ei+lR for i^n—1, enj=0
and ΣA= 1. Then R~Ύ(n: D).
tary,

(3)

Proof. R is right Nakayama by Lemma 2 and its proof, and R is herediHence R has the following form:

DI

MO — M1H

0

Dt

-M»

0

D. I
where the Z), are division rings and the Mfj. are Di—D. bimodules (cf. [3],
Theorem 1. We denote the above ring by T(D19 D2J •••, Dn)). We shall show
the lemma by induction on n. Let {ei}} be the set of matrix units. Then we
may suppose ei=eii. Now e±R is a two-sided ideal in R. Put R = R/e1R.
Since ^/is characteristic in eλR and e1J~e2R, e2R is injeative as an ^-module
by Bare's criterion. Furthermore {e2, φ ,^n} is a Kupisch series in R, which
satisfies the condition in the lemma. Put E1—e2-\
\-en. Then r: R^ERE
and θ: Ύ(n—l: D)~R as rings by induction. Let uj=τθ(gjj)ί where the g .
are the matrix units in Ύ(n— 1: Z>). Then u.^e., E= 2y^2 uj> and hence
{ely u2, ••-, un} is a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents in R with
My. Hence we can suppose that R is of the form
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Mu -M1(* \
D D-D
0 D-

\

•' • n

o

Since eίJ^e2R, Mli = vliD. Consider any element d in D~ΆomR(e2Ry e2R).
1
§
Since eλR is injective and τ/12: 0*R~*ι/> (^w^f ) ki/ i given by a left mutiplication of an element dl in Dλ. Then rf1ί;12=ί;12rfz;12~1ί;12 = z;12J, and hence
d1v12=v12d. On the other hand, D^^dv^D. Hence there exists an isomorphism g of D to D1 such that g(d)v12=vl2d. We may assume vu=vl2e2i. Then
g(d)vli=Vιid. Hence we obtain an isomrophism G of T(n: D) to R:
'

rfι#12

••• Km \

^2*^23 * " * ^2«

!g(d))vl2xl2 ••• ϋln#ln
= I

^2^23 ""

^2»

where the d{ and the #,- are elements in D (cf. [3], Lemma 13).
Lemma 6. Let R be right almost hereditary.
or all i, then R is hereditary.
Proof.

If any e{R is never injective

This is clear from by [6], Theorem 1.

Let R be a basic and (right) artinian ring and l = Σ?-ι ei as before. We
assume that R is right almost hereditary. If R is not hereditary, then there
exists an injective module βjR for some j from Lemma 6. From now on we
shall denote an injective module e{R by ftR and a non-injective module βjR by
g.R. Hence l=Σ/f+Σ£ y . We start from/!. If /i/ΦO, then since fj is
uniform, fiJr^f2R/^L2 or fiJ^giiR by [6], Theorem 1. In either case f2R and
gnR are uniform. Hence guJ^guR or guJ~f2RIA2y provided ^ Π /ΦO (resp.
f2J~g2ιR θΐf2J^f3RIA3y
provided/2/ΦO). Furthermore we have monomorphisms θ2:g12R-*guR and θl: gnR-+fιR. Repeating this procedure, we can
get a Kupisch series ^R, guRy , gιrlR, f2R, " >/Λ " >gsrsR> ea^h of which is
uniform.
Lemma 7. Le£ R be a basic and right almost hereditary ring. We assume
that there exists a cyclic Kupisch series ^R, guRy •••J,£lrι#,/2./?, •• ,/5/?, •• ,£βr^
such that l=Σ/j-f Σgjfey^Σ 0f . Then R is serial.
Proof. By nλ (resp. n^) we denote |/, Λ | (resp. |^ί;.jR|). Then njrj=
n-rj for any 7. Since g.^J^f.^RIA. ^./^/(Soc.yH-i.^^ί/.^Λ),/.^!?/
Soc;ίy +i-<nS-rj)-ι(fj+ιR), —,fj+ιRISoc(ej+ιR),fj+ιR
are injeative by [6], Theorem
1. Clearly f.RISocp(fjR)^fkRISocί(fkR)
for j φ f t . Therefore there exist
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Σ(//y+1— nj-{-rj-\-l)= ί+Σfj— n distinct injective modules. Since the f{R, the
gijR are uniserial by Lemma 3, R is right Nakayama and right co-Nakayama.
As a consequence R is serial by [2], Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 8. Let R be as above.
£2r2Λ, —,/A -,g&r*R « * 9
is serial, where F="

Assume that fιR,gnR,

β

,ft,Ά/A '">

Proof. From the stucture of {/A £, *R}, every simple factor module in
the composition series of FR is isomorphic to some f{R or gjkR. Let A be an
idempotent in {et} — {/,-, gjk} . Suppose that hj contains a direct summand X
isomorphic to gjkR. Since gjkRd.fjR (isomorphically), there exists a homomorphism θ: hR->f R since f.R injective, which is a contradiction from the above
observation. Next assume X^f.RjA^
Then fi-lRl)gi-lri-ιJ~fiRIAi
by [6],
Theorem 1 (cf. the proof of Lemma 1). Hence we have the same result.
Accordingly hj does not contain a simple component isomrophic to ffR or gβR
again by [6], Theorem 1. Therefore R=FRF®(\—F)R(\—F) by Lemma 2,
and FRF is serial by Lemma 7.
Lemma 9. Let R be a basic and right almost hereditary ring. Assume that
R is two-sided indecomposable, not hereditary and £f /=t=0 for all i. Then R is
serial.
Proof. Since R is not hereditary, there exists some injective module etR
by Lemma 6. Let {/,•/?} be the set of injective modules βjR and {gijR} the set
of non-injective modules e^R as before. Since ^/Φθ for all k, extending a
Kupisch series from f±R as long as possible, we obtain finally a Kupisch series
{/A ΛA -,/A ΛA " ,ΛrA *,Φ such that
ii) exR=faR (a^s) or
ii) ^Λ=Λ»1Ϊ (fl^ί).
i) {/A &A •-> ^Λ} is cyclic.
ii) Soc(/βJR)~Soc(^jR) = Soc(^β6Λ)^Soc(/βlϊ), and hence s = a. Then
{^(A ^s6+ι^, ~ >garsR} is a cyclic Kupisch series. Since gsjJ~gsj+1R by [6],
Theorem 1, \gsjR\>\gSj+ιR\j which is a contradiction to a cyclic series.
Hence we obtain always a cyclic Kupisch series in i). Therefore by Lemmas 7
and 80=1 and R is serial, since R is two-sided indecomposable.
From Lemma 9 we may suppose that there do not exist any cyclic Kupisch
series. Hence we study the structure of 7? in case of there exists a simple
module β R, i.e. eJ=Q for some;'. We note that if /A ft A •• ,ftr1^,/2^,
ft A •• >ftr 2 ^ is a Kupisch series with g2r*R simple, then glkR=tg2tR for any k
and ί, for/jJR^/gjR. Now we obtain Kupisch series
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/= 0
f\R, g'uR, -J'tR, g'sr't'R and g't,r,,'J = 0,

If gt.=g't,.,, for some (f,j) and (*',/), then Soc(/,.R)~Soc(/V.R) and
hence /<=/V If ί=l, or ί'=l one series is a part of the other. Hence we
assume ί>l, ί'>l, Since &_^-ι/^^/40 £V-iX-^WV#/4V, Λ=^V by
[6], Theorem 1. Accordingly Soc(£<_lr*-i.R)~Soc(£V-ir"'-ljR)> and hence
/ί-ι=/V-ι If/,=/V ί/t»Λι> "} = (/V>£ Γ 'fΊ "} Therefore {/ι,£u> -,,§V}
C{/Ί, ,£'5v4 or ί/ι»Λι» —,&r'}=>{/'i> —,£Vr"'}, provided t h β y h a v e a
common component. Hence we may assume that the Kupisch series in (4) are
the longest series and they are disconnected and contains all fkR, We put
to, h2, '",hj = iel}-{fl,g11, "',g*,fι', -,g','r'^ - in (4)} and H=hl+h2+
Lemma 10. Let R and H be as above. Then HRH is a hereditary ring,
(1-H)RH=0 and (l-fl')JR(l-H)=ΣΘ<T(«ίω, «ί(2), »,nl(t*,: D,).
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 8 we know that h{J does not contain a
direct summand X isomorphic to gjt(k)R (or fWRjAW zφl), where ffwR and
gJt<»R are in (4). Since {ht} Π {/,<», Λ,w} =Φ, (1 -H)RH=0 and
5

from Lemma 2 and the structure of {//^jR, gjt(k}R} . On the other hand, from
the above we have
6

}

Accordingly hJH^Έ.®^ (h HRH)', and hence HRH is hereditary. Next
we shall show (l-H)R(l-H)~T(nly n2, —,nq: D) by induction on ?*=:#{/%
g(l\ly •••}. From (5) we may replace # by (l—H)R(l—H).
Since ^.R/^O for
all e k^f^fiR is a two-sided ideal. Put R=R/flR.
Then ^u^ is injective and
ί?ιι> " ϊ/2» •• » f t Λ •"} is a Kupisch series with the same property as {/π, •••,
ftrι, ••-} (cf. the proof of Lemma 5). Hence R^ΎfoΊ, n2i •••, nq: D) by induction. Further ^R is injective and fιJ~guR, and hence we can show in the
manner given in the proof of Lemma 5 that R^>T(n\-\-\^ n^ •••, nq: D).
We shall discuss the structure of HR(l—H). Since HRH is hereditary,
HRH is of the form (3). We may assume h—e^ in (3). We shall first rewrite
(4) in more detail.

fx,lR>gx,llR>

" >gX,rxlR>fx,2R>

" >fx,sχR>

'" > gx,sxrxsχR

800
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Since HRH is hereditary, if ««
®(eanRH)( a(i *», then we have from (6)

where m(i, a), n(i, b) are non-negative integers, i.e.,

where the Aitl=£θ, {m(i, i-\-l), m(i, i+2), •••} are the integers given in the
above and A,Λ(l-fl)=(/lalϊ/Λ.ι)(fl)®(AιΛ/Λι)(ίl)®
Summarizing the above we have
Theorem 1. Let R be a (basic) artinian ring. Then R is right almost hereditary if and only if R is a direct sum of the following rings :
1) Hereditary rings.
2) Serial rings.
3)
fT, X^

(9)

U TV

! w a hereditary ring and T2 is a serial ring in the first category and X is
a Tl—T2 bimodule given by (8) (see the example bleow).
Proof. We have shown the first half. Assume that R is of the form (9).
Then for each primitive idempotent e in T29 any simple module in the composition series of eR is never isomrophic to other one. Hence we can easily show
/uΛ/Socί(/MΛ),/ιαΛ/Socg_1(/u.R), " ,/ιfι/2 are injective by Baer's criterion and
JAU=Q, where Socff+1(/lfl/Z)=-4lfl. Accordingly fuR/A^ is almost projective by
[6], Theorem 1. We have the same results for fίtίtR and gj,k-\rk-lj
Further
fjjj and gjtktj (ίΦ^*) are projective from the structure of T2. Therefore R in
(9) is right almost hereditary.
Theorem 2. Let R be as above. R is right and left almost hereditary if
and only if R is a direct sum of hereditary rings and serial rings.
We shall give a proof in the third seation.
2. Corollaries
In this section we shall give some corollaries to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Let R be a basic ring with l = ΣJ-ι^
hereditary if and only if

R & right almost
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R is a direct sum of hereditary rings and serial rings, provided n^2,
Ifn=3,Ris either a direct sum of hereditary rings and serial rings or the following form:

where D1} D2 are division rings and X is a Dl—D2 bimodule.
Proof.

This is clear from Theorem 1.

We note that the above ring is right almost hereditary, but not left almost
hereditary if [X:Z>J>1
Corollary 2. If R is right almost hereditary ring, then R is a direct sum
of serial rings and factor rings of hereditary rings.
Proof.

This is clear from Theorem 1 and [3], Theorem 5.

Corollary 3. Let R be a hereditary and two-sided indecomposable ring.
If e{R is infective for some i, then R is serial, i.e. R=Ύ(n: D). Hence there do not
exist two non-isomorphίc injective modules e{R and efi.
Proof. From Lemma 8 and [3], Theorem 1 we obtain a Kupisch series
giR, g2R, " ,gnR and£ n /— 0, where £ι=£, . Let A be a primitive idempotent
not in {gf}.
Since g^ is injective, hj does not contain a direct summand X
isomorphic to g^R. If X~g{R for some z'Φl, hR~gkR for some k as in the
proof of Lemma 8. Hence (£ι+ +£M).R(£ι+•••+£>*) is a direct summand of
R as rings by Lemma 2. Therefore R=(g^
h£*)#(&+•• +£«)=T(w: D)
Lemma 5.
Corollary 4 ([8]). Let R be a serial and two-sided indecomposable ring.
e{R is simple for some ί, then R=Ύ(nly n2ί ••-, nr: D).

If

Proof. Taking a Kupisch series, we obtain the corollary from the proof
of Lemma 10.
It is well known for a hereditary ring R that R is a QF-ήng if and only if
R is semisimple. If we replace ''hereditary" by "almost hereditary", we obtain
Corollary 5. Let R be a (non-semisimple) two-sided indecomposable basic
and artinian ring. Let {^ }?-ι be a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents
with 1=Σ, £, . Consider the following conditions:
1) R is a QF-ring.
2) jR is a right almost hereditary ring.
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3) R is a (right Nakayamά) ring with the following properties: ΐ) eiJ<^>eί+1R
for l^i^n—l and enJ^elRί i.e., {ely e,2 •••, en} is a cyclic Kupisch series, iί)
\eiR\ = \elR\forallί.
Then any two of the above conditions imply the remainder.
Proof.

This is clear from Theorem 1, [2], Theorem 5.4 and [6], Theorem

1.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
We shall give here a proof of Theorem 2. "If" part is clear from Lemma
4. Assume that R is a two-sided almost hereditary ring.
Let TΊ, T2 be the hereditary ring and the serial ring in (9), respectively.
We assume first that 7\ and T2 are two-sided indecomposable rings. We put
Γ1 = T(fli, ί/2> "'>Hn) and we may assume T2 = T(m: D) (cf. the proof of
Lemma 10), where the H{ and the D are division rings. Further we set 7^=
Σϊ-iθAΛ 712=Σ*-ιθ<*, K and E=^djy where {A,.} and {</,.} are sets of
orthogonal primitive idempotents.
Put
/ Λ! ιvιl2
H2

\

mln

Mg ••• M2n
Hk

Na'

Nnl N,2

Nnc

A A - A A -A
A - A A-A
A A -A

0

"Ά/

\
where (JV«, JVt2, - N^

N*

Mkn
'" Hn

(10)

N2l

^ and Al=dl

(0,» ,0,A, ",A);

We note the following fact. Since J? is a generalized tri -angular matrix ring,
ί
ί
Rhil)(Mliy •• ,Mt _lί.) Z) D(Mlί, 0 •• ,0) is a chain of submodules in ΛA,.,
where ( )' is the transpose matrix of ( ). We have a similar result for Rdj. From
(10)/^c+1 is not projective (Xή=Q). Hence since R is left almost hereditary,
we have by [6], Theorem 1
(11)

Rdc/(Nlc, •••, Nkcγ is injective for any k<n, provided
Λ^/ c Φθfor some k'>k.

Now we suppose
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(12)

where a1<a2< <ap and #t >0, haίRE~dlT2IAl for all i.
Suppose Λf β » yΦθ for somey $ {flj, a2y •••, α^} — Z. We note that Maij=(Mljί
ί
Maijγ/(Mljy ...>M.ι^)'(clttβy/(Mly> -,Mβ<_ly)') and ΛΓ Λ ~(JV Λ , -,ΛW/
(ΛΓβιc, •••, Nai-ιc)*(c:Rdcl(Naιcy •• ,Nai-ιe)) are semisimple £Γα;-modules. Since
Rdc/(Nlc, •• ,Naί-ιe)t is injective from (11), there exists a non-zero homomorphism of Rhaj to Rdcl(Nlc, •••, Nai,lcy. Hence ΛΓ;C ΦO from the structure (10), a
contradiction to (12). Hence
Maij = 0

for allj $Z and all α, .

Now jRrfc is injective from (11). If Rdt is injective for some £<c, then since
JV^ΦO and .Λ/^ΦO, there exists a non-zero homomorphism of ΛA C to Rht.
However hcRht=Q from (10). Accordingly Rdt is not injective for all t<c.
Hence {Rdc, Rdc-ly •••, Λ^} is a Kupisch series such that Jdk~Rdk-ι and the jRί/Λ
are uniform by the initial remark after (10) and [6], Theorem 1. Next we
consider Rhap. First we assume that
any Rh{ is not injective.
Since Rhap is not injective by assumption and Jdl is uniform, Jdl^>Rdaρ by the
initial remark and [6], Theorem 1. Then noting Jdί = (0J •••, Na^ 0, •••,
N*2i> 0, •••, NΛρly ••-, 0, •••, 0)^, we have similarly JhaP~Rhap-ly •• ,Jha2~Rhaι and
Jhaι=Qy since Rhf is not injective by assumption. Hence.
Mjai = 0

for all; φZ and all a{ .

Therefore (αxH-----h^TΊ^H-----h^) is a direct summand of TΊ as rings, and
hence {aly •••, ^} = {1, 2, •••, /ί} since 7\ is indecomposable. Then {jRrfw, •••,
jR^/i, JRAM, •••, ΛAj} is a Kupisch series from the above. Hence
(13)

R = T(n+c, (m-c): D)

by Lemma 10. Next suppose that
some Rhi is injective.
Then i=n by Corollary 3, and Γ^T^: D). We note as above that
{Rdc, Rdc-ly •• ,7?rf1} is a Kupisch series such that Jd^Rdk-i and the Rdk are
unifrom. Let ΛΓ A1 ΦO for some k. Then Rhnl(Mln, •• ,M^_ln)ί is isomorphic
to a submodule of the injective module Rdc/(Nlc, •• ,Λ^_ lc ) / by (11). Hence
ΛΓ^ΦO for all k'>k, and so ^=(0, 0, 0, ΛΓrl, •••, NΛl)* for some r and ΛΓ f l Φθ
for all q>r. Then {Rdm, —, Rdc+1, Rdcy -, Rd^ Rhnί > , RhJ is a Kupisch
series. Hence
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(14)

R = Ύ(n, c, m—c: D).

Finally we study the general form in (9). Let Tlly •••, Tla be two-sided indecomposable and hereditary rings and Ta, •••, T2ί, two-sided indecomposable and
serial rings. Then

X

R=

Let {hi}}i (resp. {d{j} j) be the matrix units in the diagonal of 7Ί, (resp. Ta),
and E—Ί.jdij. Put Fy=Σ, ^.,.. Now
tjt,

where

Xjk = F.XEk .

First we consider the following ring:
A,,

0

\

0

It is clear from the above structure and (9) that Rdl^~D^®pXpldl^ and
if and only if ^Γylί/lcιφO. On the other hand, since R is left almost hereditary,
Rdlcι is injective. Therefore J^ iΦO only for one / and Xμ—0 for all/Φί.
Similarly X^kΦθ only for one i' and X^k=0 for all /'Φ*' and any k. Next we
consider the following ring:

Assume JV<VΦO and ΛΓWfcίΦO for some Λ. Then Rdlcι/(N^, »
(1)
2
(2)
(=M ), Rd^KN^rf, •", ΛΓ( >t.lc2)'(=M ) are injective. Hence there exists a
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(1)

non-zero homomorphism of M to M , a contradiction. As a consequence if
ΛΓ<VΦO for some *, then ΛΓ%=0 for all i,j, (if ΛΓ^ΦO, then ΛΓ«<y=0 for
(1)
(1)
all ί,y), because if ΛΓ ΛcιφO, Λ/" ΛC1ΦO from the argument to obtain (13) and
(14). Thus we have shown
fTu

* π \ (resp./Γπ

XΆ\

U

TV)

Tu)

\0

is a direct summand of R, provided -AΓΠΦO (resp. -X^ΦO). We obtain the
same result for any set (Tlh T2k, T2s). Therefore R is serial from (13) and (14).
4. Strongly almost hereditary rings
Among right almost hereditary rings, we shall determine the structure of
such rings with
(15) Every submodule of finitely generated projective module is again almost
projective.
Lemma 11. If a simple module eR/eJ is almost projective, then either eR
is uniserial and eR/eJ2, ••-, eRjeJ"', eR are injective or eR is simple, where ej*+1=0.
Proof.

This is clear from [6], Theorem 1.

First we suppose that R is a right almost hereditary ring with (15). Then
we may study the following rings from Theorem 1:
a) Hereditary rings.
/3) Serial rings in the first category.
Then R = Ύ(nl9^,nr:D).
Let {e(0y}J.ity.f be matrix units in the
(r l
diagonal of R. Take Soc(e ~ \R). Then it is almost projective and isomorphic
to e(r\R/e(r\J for some k from the structure of jR. Hence k=l or e(r)kR is
simple from Lemma 11. However we do not have the latter. Hence
Soc(efr-l\R)~e<r\RIJr\J.
Similarly we obtain Soc(e«\R)~e«+ί\Rle«+1\J for
n>i > 1. (See the diagram below.)

(16)

7) Serial rings in the second category.
Since R has a cyclic Kupisch series, eRjeJ~Soc(fR)

for some /.

Hence
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eR is injective by Lemma 11 for each e. Then \eR\ is same for all e (cf. the
proof of Lemma 4), say \eR\ = n and eR/eJk is injective for all k>l by
Lemma 11. Therefore there exist m(n— 1) distinct injectives, where l = Σi-ίϊ ei
Accordingly m(n— l)^m (R is basic), and hence n^2.
δ) (T, X\

Vo

TJ

From γ) r2 is a direct sum of serial rings in the first category as in /?).
For the sake of simplicity, we study R in which T2 is indecomposable. Since
X=Σ(BfnR/Au as in (8), we have Au=enJ by β) and applying Lemma 11 to
Soc(fuR/Au).
Hence X is semisimple.
Conversely we shall show that the above rings with stated properties satisfy
the condition (15).
a) This is clear.
β) and γ) Let A be a submodule of projective module Σι-ϊ0*i K. If
n=ly we can easily see that A is almost projective by the structure of e{R
and [6], Theorem 1. Assume n>\. Since R is a serial ring,
A^Σg^e'fR/Bf.
e'fR/Bi being uniserial, e'fR/Bf is monomorphic to a submodule of some e{R.
Hence A is almost projective by the initial remark.
δ) First we shall show that every submodule in Σ#0λV? is almost
projective, where the λ'f are the λ, in (8). Put

(We may assume, from the proof below, that T2 is indecomposable.)
Then C is a two-sided ideal. Set R=R/C= Σ -ϊ0^', ^0A> where A=/ιι R/ιι
(~fuR/fnJ)
Then A is an ^-module. Since X is semisimple, R is hereditary
by (8) and (9). Hence A~Σ,κ,$%'.Rφ'ΣL$f1R/f1J9
where /ι=/u. Those
modules being Λ-modules via the natural map jR-»/? and A' j R=h' } .R, A is an
almost projective Λ-module from Theorem 1. Let A be any submodule of projective module Σ0* λ / / Λ0Σ/0/ι l l?0ΣL0£f y R (the same notations given in § 1).
r
Put P^ΣtfθA'Λ P2=Σ//0/1/ϊ, P3=Σ//0*f Λ, where L =ifli9ggj}—fu.
Set
A1 = ALΓ\Pι, A23 = AΓi(P2®P3)
Then taking a suitable decomposition of
3, we may assume that P 2 =Σ//0/VR, P 3 =Σ L /0*' y /ί and ^ig^Σ//0-4^0
ί3s, where/Ί^/Ί, β'y~^y, AΛdf\R and A3sde'sR (note that Γ2 is serial,
cf. [7], Lemma 2). We remark that the common simple sub-factor module between Pl and P20P3 is &RI&J. Since A1/A1^A23/A23y (AlIA1)f1=A1IA1
from
1
23
the structure of R, where A (resp. ^4 ) is the projection of A to Px (resp. P20P3).
L
Further P1/1/2cSoc(P1). Hence A /Al is a semisimple module whose simple
component is isomorphic to fiRjfiJ.
As a consequence A1=X'®Al, where
23
1
Put T: A /A23~A /A1=X'.
Let A=(P20P3)/Λ3=Σ/'Θ
Since (A^ /A^^^A^/A^ is a semisimple module as
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above, ^CΣ®///'\Rjf\J.
Since ^R is uniserial, after taking a suitable decomposition Σj'®fΊR=Σj'@f'i'R
(/"~/ι)> we may assume that there exists a
subset /" of /' such that A2p=f"J for ptΞj" and ^=S///θ///ιΛ////ι/
Using the natural epimorphism θ: Ί® j» f" ιR-*2ι® f" iRIf" ιR, we obtain P=
Pι®P'2(τθ)®P"2®P3 and A=Al®Pί(τθ)®2/'-j''®A9Λ@2L,®e'βAat9
which
is almost hereditary by the initial remark, where P'2=Σj"®fΊR
and P"2=
Summarizing the above, we have
Theorem 3. Let R be an artinian ring. Then R is a right almost hereditary ring with (15) if and only if R is a direct sum of the following rings :
1) Hereditary rings.
2) Serial rings in the first category with the structure (16).
3) Serial rings in the second category with J2— 0.
4) Rings given in (9), where T2 is a direct sum of serial rings in 2) and An=
Next we study the second stronger condition than that of almost hereditary rings.
(17)
(18)

J(<2) is almost projective for any finitely generated almost projective
module Q.
Every submodule of O is again almost projective.

Lemma 12. Let R be a ring in (9) and -3ΓΦO. If R is two-sided indecomposable and not serial, then h{R is never injective for any ht in (8).
Proof. R is right almost hereditary by Theorem 1. First assume that
T1=Ύ(Dί9 D2> •••, Dn) and T2 are two-sided indecomposable. Further we may
assume T2=Ύ(m: D) (see the proof below). Let A1=f2T2fk+1®
»®flT2fm=
(0, •••, 0, Z), •••, Z>), where the / are the idempotents in the diagonal of T2.
Put E1=lτl and C = R(fk+ί-\ ----- h/«). Then C is a two-sided ideal. Set
R—R/C (cf. the proof of Theorem 2), and R is hereditary by (8). Assume
that hfR is injective for some ί. Then h{R is also injective as an ^-module.
Hence R=R1Q)R2 by the proof of Corollary 3, where R1=:T(n*:D*) is
given from the Kupisch series {hly •••}. Now T1=E1RE1=E1RίE1®ElR2Ely
and hence T=E1R1E1 for E^E^O. As a consequence TλRc.Ύ(n^ :£>*)=
ΣΛp(« ΛθΣ/κ*)£, where {Aptt)} C {A,} and {/«„} C {/.} . Therefore h^h.R
and {A1? h2, •• ,hnyfι, ' ••>/«} is a Kupisch series in R from the structure (9).
Accordingly R=T(nJΓk, m—k: D) is serial, a contradiction. Hence any A$ is
never injective. In general case we can use the same agrument given in the
proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4.

Let R be a basic artinian ring.

Then R satisfies (17) if and
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only if R is a direct sum of the following rings:
1) Hereditary rings which one not serial.
2) Serial rings with J2=0.
3) The ring in (9) with ](T2)2=0.
In this case R satisfies (18).
Proof. We may assume that R is two-sided indecomposable. The ring
with (17) is almost hereditary.
i) R is hereditary. If some e{R is injective, then R is a simple ring or
R=Ύ(n : D) by Corollary 3. Suppose R=Ύ(n: D) (ra^2). Then enRISoc(enR)
is almost projective by [6], Theorem 1, where the ei{ are matrix units in R, and
enJ/Soc(enR)~e22R/Soc(e22R)
by the structure of T(n: D), provided n>2.
Then e^R is injective by [6], Theorem 1, a contradiction. Therefore R=
T(2: D). Next if any e{R is not injective, then R is not serial.
ii) R is a serial ring in the first category. Then we can see /2=0 in the
above manner.
iii) R is a serial ring in the second category. Then/ 2 =0 from Theorem 3.
iv) R is the ring in (9), Then J(Γ2)2=0 as above. Conversely if R is nonserial and hereditary, then every almost projective module is projeative by
Corollary 3 and [6], Theorem 1. Hence (17) holds true. Next if R is a serial
ring with /2=0, then ](Q)= 0 for every non-projective, almost projective
module Q, and so (17) holds true from Theorem 3. Finally let R be of the form
(3) and R=R/C as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then R is hereditary and any
hiR=hiR is not injective by Lemma 12. Then there are no almost projective
modules isomorphic to hfR/Af (A{ Φ 0). Accordinagly non-projective almost
projective modules are given from T2. Therefore Q'= Σ/θ/*t ΛΘΣ/θ/ y .RΘ
Σκ®fjRlfjJ
for a finitely generated and almost projective module Q', where
the/y are primitive idempotents in Γ2, and hence J(O) is almost projective from
the above. Thus we have obtained the equivalence in the theorem from
Theorem 1. Noting that ifhfR is injective in the ring (3), then R is serial from
the above, we can show (18) in the similar manner to the proof of Theorem 3.
We remain the last case:
Every submodule of Q is projective.
We can easily see that R has the above property if and only if R is hereditary and
not serial. If we assume (15), (17) and (18) for left J?-modules as well as right
Λ-modules, then we obtain a characterization of hereditary rings and serial
rings satisfying the conditions in Theorems 3 and 4, respectively.
REMARK. In the above proof we used (17) and (18) only for indecomposable projective modules and indecomposable almost projective modules, respeatively. Hence if every submodule of indecomposable and projective (resp.
almost projective) module is almost projective, then (17) (resp. (18)) holds ture.
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